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Abstract 

 

Auditory speech perception, speech production and reading lateralize to the left hemisphere in 

the majority of healthy right-handers. In this study, we investigated to what extent sensory input 

underlies the side of language dominance. We measured the lateralization of the three core 

subprocesses of language in patients who had profound hearing loss in the right ear from birth 

and in matched control subjects. They took part in a semantic decision listening task involving 

speech and sound stimuli (auditory perception), a word generation task (speech production) and a 

passive reading task (reading). The results show that a lack of sensory auditory input on the right 

side, which is strongly connected to the contralateral left hemisphere, does not lead to atypical 

lateralization of speech perception. Speech production and reading were also typically left 

lateralized in all but one patient, contradicting previous small scale studies. Other factors such as 

genetic constraints presumably overrule the role of sensory input in the development of 

(a)typical language lateralization. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Language is well-known to be lateralized in humans. Numerous studies have reported a 

dominance of the left hemisphere for speech production, auditory perception, and reading (see 

Price, 2012 for a review). These three core subprocesses of language are the focus of the current 

study.  

Speech production mainly activates the left middle and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) or the 

so-called Broca’s area including the pars opercularis and pars triangularis. Activity extends to 

other areas such as the cerebellum for the fast temporal organization of speech, the ventral 

premotor area for articulatory planning, pre- and post-central motor regions associated with 

mouth movements, the superior temporal gyri (STG)/sulci (STS) and planum temporale involved 

in auditory feedback.  

Perception of speech relative to non-speech has been related to the left anterior and 

posterior STG/STS (aSTS/pSTS) surrounding the transverse gyrus of Heschl, to the left IFG and 

premotor areas for articulatory recoding and the attentional ventral supramarginal gyrus. When 

semantic comprehension is involved, the activity in the aSTS and pSTS is more widespread, in 

addition to for example the angular gyri for narrative comprehension. The pathway that auditory 

stimuli follow from the ear to the human cortex is complex due to parallel and crossed fiber 

tracts, but more nerve fibers lead to contralateral than ipsilateral brain areas. The left auditory 

cortices have been found to be specialized in fast temporally changing stimuli such as in speech, 

whereas the right homologue areas are found to be dominantly involved in tonal information 

processing (Firszt, Ulmer & Gaggl, 2006).  

Finally, reading has been related to the left ventral occipito-temporal (vOT) region 

therefore called the visual word form area (Cohen et al., 2000). The exact nature of the region is 

still under debate, but the anterior part has been related to phonological and lexico-semantic 

processes of reading, whereas the posterior part is more responsible for visual features (Seghier 

& Price, 2011). Reading requires bilateral visual input. Due to the partial crossing of optic fibers, 

left/right visual field information is initially projected to the right (RH)/left (LH) hemisphere 
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respectively. The information is however thought to be early reunited in the dominant LH before 

reading proper starts (Van der Haegen & Brysbaert, 2011).  

The origins of hemispheric specialization have been attributed to several influences such 

as genetic, evolutionary, developmental and environmental factors (Bishop, 2013; Hervé, Zago, 

Petit, Mazoyer & Tzourio-Mazoyer, 2013). Pinel et al. (2014) compared the correlations between 

monozygotic and dizygotic twins in vOT lateralization during word reading, and found evidence 

for a partial genetic influence. Genetic influences are often associated with anatomical 

asymmetries, such as a deeper RH than LH pit in the STS found in both young infants and adults 

(Leroy et al., 2015). Greve et al. (2013) found significant differences in the surface area of the 

STG and vOT when comparing left-handers with LH and RH speech dominance. In Vingerhoets 

et al. (2013), correlations between the side and degree of praxis and speech lateralization pointed 

to a common evolutionary origin. Finally, (developing) higher-order cognitive functions can 

influence each other’s asymmetry. For example, learning how to read leads to a LH lateralization 

in the occipitotemporal cortex which in turn may force face lateralization to be dominantly 

processed in the homologue area in the RH (Cantlon et al., 2011; Behrmann & Plaut, 2015). In 

adults, lateralization indices correlate between reading and speech production (Van der Haegen, 

Cai, Brysbaert, 2012) and between reading and speech comprehension (Pinel et al., 2014). The 

purpose of this study is to test another possible environmental influence on the lateralization of 

speech production, reading and speech comprehension, namely sensory deprivation and more 

specifically a lack of sensory auditory input in congenital unilateral deaf patients. 

Previous studies already described neural adaptions in sensory deprived subjects. The 

usual finding is that patients with unilateral hearing loss show more activity in the ipsilateral 

hemisphere upon hearing stimuli in the intact ear, suggesting some type of plasticity in brain 

functioning (e.g. Burton, Firszt, Holden, Agato, & Ushanski, 2012 who presented noise-like 

random spectrogram sounds to left or right ear unilateral deaf patients who had developed 

profound hearing loss after birth, most often diagnosed after language development. Subjects 

performed an fMRI odd-ball task in which they had to press a button when hearing a deviant 

stimulus). In normally hearing participants, the contralateral hemisphere is stimulated more than 

the ipsilateral when auditory stimuli are presented unilaterally, in line with the typical dominance 
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of crossed projections over uncrossed. In patients with unilateral hearing loss, however, the 

ipsilateral projections seem to gain importance. The difference is not always found, however 

(e.g., in an EEG study by Hine, Thornton, Davis, & Debener, 2008, with tone and noise stimuli 

while subjects watched a silent movie), raising questions about the magnitude and practical 

importance of the finding. Jensen et al. (1989) in addition proposed the right-ear advantage 

hypothesis, according to which unilateral left ear deafness would have less detrimental effects on 

cognitive performance than unilateral right ear deafness, because in the former case the 

contralateral connections to the language dominant hemisphere are still intact. Their conclusion 

was based on better recognition of interrupted speech in background noise for left ear compared 

to right ear hearing impaired children. 

 Two factors are likely to have an effect on the laterality findings in patients with sensory 

deficits. First, it can be expected that the effects will be larger in patients with congenital 

deprivation than in patients who acquired sensory deprivation later in life. For instance, Gordon, 

Wong, and Papsin (2013) argued that congenitally deaf children better get bilateral cochlear 

implants, because a unilateral implant may cause permanent reorganization of the brain. They 

presented evidence from an EEG study measuring cortical activity during tone listening that 

unilateral implants may overactivate the contralateral hemisphere due to the lack of inhibition 

from the deaf ear. So, whereas later acquired unilateral deafness seems to result in strengthening 

the ipsilateral pathway (Burton et al., 2012), congenital unilateral deafness may lead to 

overexcitation of the contralateral pathway. The second factor that is likely to have an effect is 

the degree of hearing loss. One can optimize the clarity of the findings about lateralization in 

patients with sensory deprivation by limiting the study to participants with profound unilateral 

hearing loss (at least with respect to speech-related stimuli, so that no verbal input enters the 

brain via the affected ear). 

 One study followed the above two criteria (Adorni et al., 2013). An additional appeal of 

the study was that it investigated language lateralization rather than responses to low-level 

auditory stimuli. Reading lateralization was examined in a 31-year old female patient, RA, who 

was congenitally deaf in the right ear. She performed a letter detection task while event-related 

potentials were recorded. By comparing the N170 to words and non-orthographic control stimuli, 
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Adorni et al. (2013) concluded that the visual word form area in this patient was situated in the 

right hemisphere, and not in the left hemisphere as seen in all the control participants tested with 

the same paradigm. Whereas the normalized hemispheric difference lateralization index based on 

the amplitudes of temporal occipital electrodes was +0.33 for the control participants, it was -

0.47 for RA. Adorni et al. ventured that the atypically lateralized vOT might be due to the fact 

that auditory word processing in the patient is also lateralized to the right hemisphere, as a result 

of the congenital lack of input from the right ear. However, the authors did not test the laterality 

of auditory word recognition in RA and one should be careful not to draw strong conclusions on 

the basis of a single case study. Finding a higher chance of developing an atypical dominance for 

speech production, reading and auditory perception in a larger sample without input from the 

right ear would question a strong genetic origin of language dominance and would also provide 

further evidence for the warning that the complete absence of input from one ear may increase 

the strength of the contralateral pathway of the other ear (Gordon et al., 2013). 

To investigate the issue properly, we searched for a reasonably large group of persons 

with profound, congenital, unilateral hearing loss in the right ear, and compared them to a control 

group. We also tested all three main language functions: speech production, speech perception, 

and word reading. Finally, we used paradigms that have shown a robust left hemispheric 

dominance in previous studies. These were a word generation task for speech production (Van 

der Haegen, Cai, Seurinck & Brysbaert, 2011), an auditory semantic decision task to evaluate 

speech perception (Thierry, Giraud & Price, 2003), and a passive reading task to test reading 

lateralization (Cohen et al., 2002). We used fMRI paradigms to give us detailed spatial 

information.  

2. Method 

2.1 Participants 

Participants’ inclusion criteria were the presence of a congenital profound unilateral 

right-sided hearing impairment, and age between 18-70y. Exclusion criteria were any significant 

neurological or psychiatric disorder, the presence of left-sided hearing impairment, and 

contraindications for fMRI testing. Seven patients were willing to take part in the study. This 

size is sufficient to test the strong claim made by Adorni et al. (2013) and also to find clinically 
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meaningful increases in the probability of atypical brain dominance. The prevalence of newborns 

with congenital unilateral hearing loss is estimated to be 2-4 per 1000 in the US (White, 2004). 

Since 1998 standard, universal, neonatal hearing screening has been implemented in Flanders. 

Demographic data and etiology of the patients’ deafness can be found in Table 1. Seven control 

participants matched on sex, age and education level (i.e. having a degree in higher education or 

not) were added for comparison purpose. 

 

TABLE 1. Demographic data of participants include: Participant number, initials, sex and age. Handedness scores 

are Edinburgh Handedness Index (EHI), finger tapping index, familial sinistrality (i.e. number of left-handed/total 

number of first-degree family members). Cognitive performance was tested by the reading tests One-Minute-Test 

(OMT) and Klepel and general executive function test Symbol digit modality test (SDMT). Hearing performance is 

expressed as pure tone average (PTA, expressed in dB HL; >120 corresponds with no detectable thresholds at 

maximal intensity) thresholds for the left and right ear, and finally the etiology of the right ear deafness if known. 

Control subjects are highlighted in grey. 

 

 

For each participant we assessed their lateral preferences index for handedness 

(Edinburgh Handedness Inventory), footedness and eyedness (Oldfield, 1971). Indices were 

calculated as (RH-LH/RH+LH)*100. All participants were right-handed, reducing the a priori 

chances of right hemisphere language dominance to less than 5% per participant (Knecht et al., 

2000; Loring et al., 1990). In addition, performance of handedness was measured by a finger 

tapping task, in which participants had to press a button as many times as possible within 10 
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seconds. Five blocks were tested for each hand, starting with the index finger of their dominant 

hand. They were asked to keep their wrist on the table to ensure the same hand position for their 

left and right hand. An index was calculated in the same way as the lateral preference index, with 

RH/LH being the average number of button presses by the right and left hand respectively (see 

Table 1 for individual scores). All but one participant showed a better performance with their 

right hand, although the hand differences were often small. Finally, familial sinistrality was 

measured by asking participants to report the handedness of their parents, children and siblings. 

Two reading tests were run to exclude reading disorders. In the One Minute Test (Brus & 

Voeten, 1991), participants are asked to read out loud as many words as possible within one 

minute. Stimuli consist of 116 words with increasing reading difficulty. The Klepel (van den 

Bos, Spelberg, Scheepsma & de Vries, 1999) is a similar test with pseudowords. Scores of both 

tests (i.e. total number of words read correctly) can be found in Table 1. Scores were comparable 

for patients and control subjects (One Minute Test: Mean: 110, SD: 6.6 for patients and Mean: 

104, SD: 14.5 for controls; Klepel: Mean: 106, SD: 7.3 for patients and Mean: 100, SD: 15.0 for 

controls). Finally, the Symbol digit modalities test (Smith, 1973) confirmed that all patients and 

control participants had normal general executive functioning. In this paper-and-pencil test, the 

subject has to substitute as many symbols as possible by randomly assigned numbers within 90 

seconds. All subjects scored within the normal range for healthy adults, or even higher 

(normative scores reported in Sheridan et al., 2006: mean 53.2, SD 8.9 for 30-55 year old adults; 

mean 35.8 SD 9.6 for adults older than 55 years).   

2.2 Audiometric tests 

Both patients and control participants were asked questions about their hearing abilities to 

ensure that all patients suffered from congenital hearing loss on the right side without any 

subjective improvement over time and to gain knowledge about the etiology if there was no clear 

cause reported in their medical records (see Table 2). All patients fulfilled the inclusion criteria 

of this study by reporting that they had hearing loss in the right ear since birth, although in most 

patients this was formally tested in early childhood rather than shortly after birth. An 

otorhinolaryngologist then inspected the tympanic membranes, removed earwax if needed and 

provided three audiometric tests. First, an objective tympanometry test (226 Hz) was carried out 
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in order to assess the admittance of the tympanic membranes. Next, pure tone audiometry per ear 

(octave frequencies from 250 to 8000 Hz in a soundproof room using headphones, masking noise 

was provided in case of threshold asymmetry ≥15dB HL) was performed to evaluate hearing. 

Finally, the presence of otoacoustic emissions (OAEs, objective test of the outer hair cell 

function; distortion product OAE, 1000-8000Hz with stimulus 65/55dB) was determined. 

TABLE 2. Patients and control participants were asked the following questions about their hearing abilities and 

causes of hearing loss. 

 

Otoscopy was normal in all participants, both patients and controls, as well as tympanic 

membrane admittance (tympanometry). As shown in Table 1, profound hearing loss in the right 

ear was confirmed by pure tone audiometry in all patients, whereas they had normal hearing 

thresholds in the left ear. All control participants had normal hearing in both ears. These results 

were confirmed by the objective OAE testing: OAEs were absent in the right ear of all patients 

and present in their left ear, whereas OAEs were present in both ears of control participants. 

2.3 fMRI tasks 

2.3.1 Task design and procedure 

Word generation task. A silent word generation task was used to assess the lateralization of 

production. In this widely used paradigm (e.g. Van der Haegen et al., 2011), a letter (b, d, k, l, m, 

n, p, r, s or t) is presented in the middle of the screen for 15s. Subjects are asked to mentally 

generate as many words as possible starting with this letter. In ten control blocks, the Dutch 

nonword ‘baba’ had to be silently repeated for 15s. Experimental and control blocks were 

alternated by 15s resting blocks, indicated on the screen by a horizontal line. Prior to scanning, 

subjects were familiarized with the paradigm by letting them produce words out loud. The mean 
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number of words generated per letter was comparable for patients and control subjects group 

(Patients: Mean per letter = 7.8, SD = 2.4; Controls: Mean per letter = 7.0, SD = 2.6). 

Reading task. The lateralization of reading was measured by a passive viewing task that 

consisted of three types of stimuli: Words, consonant strings and chequerboards. Subjects were 

asked to carefully pay attention to all stimuli. In other words, they had to read the words or watch 

the chequerboards but no response was required. The paradigm was similar to the one used in 

Cohen et al. (2002). By using minimal task requirements and short presentation durations, the 

neural signal is presumably mainly evoked by bottom-up visual reading processes instead of 

emphasizing top-down phonological influences as in for example naming tasks (Dehaene & 

Cohen, 2011). There were three sequences of twelve blocks each, with 20 trials per block. Trials 

within a block were randomized for each subject. The order of blocks within the sequences was 

also randomized, but identical for all subjects. A 7s resting period separated the three sequences. 

Each trial started with a fixation cross for 550 ms, immediately followed by a stimulus for 200 

ms.  

Auditory task. The paradigm to determine the lateralization of auditory perception of verbal 

and nonverbal information was adopted from Thierry, Giraud and Price (2003). There were four 

conditions: (1) Verbal sequences with spoken words telling a story (e.g. ‘heavy snoring … 

mosquito coming by … person waking … a switch clicks on … spraying twice’), (2) noise 

sequences based on the verbal sequences, (3) nonverbal sequences with environmental sounds 

telling the same story as in their verbal counterpart, (4) noise sequences based on the nonverbal 

sequences. All recordings were 15s long. Subjects were asked to indicate whether the story 

involved an animal or not (which was the case in 50% of the trials) by pressing a button with 

their right index or middle finger respectively at the end of the trial when a beep tone was 

played. In the noise conditions, they also had to press the middle finger button at the end of the 

trial. The verbal sequences were translated into Dutch and recorded by a male native Dutch 

speaker. For the nonverbal condition, the original files from Thierry et al. (2003) were used. 

Noise sequences were created by making the stimuli unintelligible with a signal correlated noise 

(SCN) script provided by Davis and Johnsrude (2003). SCN is an optimal baseline for auditory 

speech processing, because it removes linguistic properties but the amplitude envelope and 
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spectral profile are the same as in the original sequence (Stoppelman, Harpaz & Ben-Shachar, 

2013). There were two sequences of four blocks (one for each condition). The order was 

randomized, but identical for all subjects. Each block was followed by a 12.5s resting period. 

Subjects heard one example stimulus from each condition before scanning. 

All patients and control subjects performed the three fMRI tasks in a fixed order (i.e. word 

generation, reading and finally the auditory task). 

2.3.2 Image acquisition 

 

Images were acquired on a 3-Tesla Siemens Trio MRI scanner (Siemens Medical 

Systems, Erlangen, Germany) with a 32-channel radiofrequency head coil. A high–resolution 

anatomical image was collected using a T1-weighted 3D MPRAGE sequence (TR = 2250 ms, 

TE = 4.18 ms, image matrix = 256 × 256, flip angle = 9°, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm
3
). 

Functional images were then obtained using a T2*-weighted gradient-echo EPI sequence. Forty 

axial slices covering the whole-brain were acquired (TR = 2000 ms, TE = 28 ms, image matrix = 

64 * 64, flip angle = 80°, slice thickness = 3.0 mm, distance factor = 17%, voxel size = 3.5 * 3.5 

* 3 mm
3
, acquired in interleaved even order) 

 

2.3.3 Data analysis 

 

Data analysis was performed using SPM8 software (Wellcome Trust Centre for 

Neuroimaging, London, UK). The first four acquired images of all runs were removed in order to 

reach a stable magnetic field. Images were first manually reoriented by setting the origin to the 

anterior commissure (AC). Data preprocessing consisted of (1) slice time correction because 

slices were acquired in an interleaved way; (2) realignment using rigid body transformations to 

correct for movement artifacts; (3) coregistration of the anatomical image to the mean functional 

image; (4) segmentation of the anatomical images into white matter, gray matter and 

cerebrospinal fluid; (5) normalization of the anatomical (voxel size [1 1 1]) and functional 

images (voxel size [3 3 3]) by applying the parameters from the segmentation with a 4
th

 degree 
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B-spline interpolation; (6) spatial smoothing with an isotropic Gaussian Kernel of 5 mm full 

width at half-maximum.  

In first-level analyses, data were convolved with a canonical haemodynamic response 

function to obtain the BOLD signal, added with the time derivatives. Head movement parameters 

were added as regressors of no interest. If head movements exceeded the voxel size of 3 mm, the 

ArtRepair toolbox (Mazaika, Hoeft, Glover & Reiss, 2009) was used to correct the infected 

volumes. This was only the case for one subject in the reading and auditory perception task 

(movements up to 5 mm). Statistical parametric maps were calculated by contrasting the most 

interesting conditions per task using the general linear model (GLM). These were word 

generation for a target letter vs. repetition of baba for production, passive word reading vs. 

chequerboard viewing for reading, word vs. word noise and sound vs. sound noise in addition to 

the meaningful (word and sound combined) vs. noise conditions (word noise and sound noise 

combined) for auditory perception. Individual lateralization indices (LIs) were calculated for 

each word condition and its control condition. We used the LI Toolbox 1.02 by Wilke and 

Lidzba (2007). This toolbox calculates a weighted mean LI in which higher thresholds get a 

higher weight for the LI, thus avoiding dependence on a certain statistical threshold as in 

classical LIs based on a normalized difference of number of activated voxels in each hemisphere 

(see Wilke & Lidzba, 2007 and Seghier, 2008 for a more detailed description of the 

methodological advantages of this approach). For each region of interest (ROI), 20 equally sized 

steps from
 
0 to the maximum t-value were taken. Then, 100 bootstrap resamples with

 
a resample 

ratio of k = 0.25 were taken in the left and right investigated area for each level. From the 

resulting 10.000 possible LI combinations only the central 50%
 
of data were kept in order to 

exclude statistical outliers. Finally, a weighted mean LI for
 
each individual was calculated (see 

Wilke & Lidzba, 2007). In previous studies (e.g. Van der Haegen, Cai & Brysbaert, 2012), -0.50 

and +0.50 were taken as a cut-off score to consider an LI as clearly RH and LH dominant 

respectively. For the word generation task, a ROI was created with the Automated Anatomical 

Labeling (AAL) template (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002), including the pars opercularis and pars 

triangularis in the IFG as the combination of these areas is classically seen as Broca’s area. For 

the passive reading task, we used the vOT ROI from Twomey et al. (2011). This ROI ranged 

from X = -30 to -54, Y = -45 to -70 and Z = -30 to -4 with the exclusion of cerebellar regions 
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and restriction to the fusiform and inferior temporal gyri. A mirror-reversed region was added for 

the RH. For the auditory perception tasks, we created a ROI covering the temporal lobes 

important for higher-order auditory processing. This ROI included the following LH and RH 

regions in the AAL template: inferior, middle and superior temporal gyrus, middle and superior 

temporal pole (see Figure 1 for an illustration of all ROI masks). Subjects showing no activation 

at an uncorrected p < 0.005 level in a ROI were excluded because their activity would be too 

weak to calculate reliable LIs. This was the case for one control subject in the word generation 

task and one patient in the reading task (his control subject was excluded from the second level 

analyses as well).  

 

 

Figure 1. Regions of interest (ROIs) used for the calculation of individual lateralization indices. A: Broca’s area as 

ROI in the word generation task; B: ventral occipito-temporal region as ROI in the reading task; C: temporal lobe 

regions used as ROI in the auditory perception task. 

 

  Random-effect analyses were then performed at group level to compare activity in the 

abovementioned contrasts between the patients and control subjects. For all contrasts, an 

uncorrected p < 0.005 and cluster-level family-wise error-rate (FWE) correction of p < 0.05 

threshold was chosen. For word generation, a two-sampled t-test was performed for the word vs. 

baba condition. For reading, a two-sample t-test compared the two groups for the word vs. 

chequerboard contrast. For auditory perception, two-sample t-tests compared the word vs. word 

noise and sound vs. sound noise conditions. In addition, conjunction analyses at the random 
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effects level were performed for all these contrasts in order to reveal common activity in the 

control subjects and patient group. In these analyses, the contrasts between the relevant 

conditions from each task mentioned above were simultaneously tested for both groups. Finally, 

auditory perception ANOVA analyses tested main and interaction effects between group and 

meaningful vs. meaningless conditions (i.e. word plus sound vs. word noise plus sound noise) 

and between group and type of auditory stimulus corrected for noise (i.e. word minus word noise 

vs. sound minus sound noise).  

 

3. Results 

3.1 Word generation 

3.1.1 Group results  

 Overall, generating words starting with a target letter compared to the repetition of the 

non-word baba lead to strong activity in the IFG in the pars opercularis (Brodmann Area [BA] 

44) and pars triangularis (BA45) as expected. Activity further extended to the LH putamen, 

caudate, precentral gyrus (BA9), superior (BA7) and inferior (BA40) parietal lobule and inferior 

occipital gyrus (BA37), and the anterior (culmen, Lobule IV/V) and posterior (declive, lobule 

VI) RH cerebellum (all T > 3.05, k-values > 62). One control subject was excluded from the 

group analyses, because he did not show any activity in the IFG. Figure 2 shows the activity for 

the right-sided deaf patients (Figure 2A, all T > 3.70, all k-values > 120) and control subjects 

(Figure 2B, all T > 4.03, all k-values > 51) separately. The conjunction analysis showed common 

activity in the patient and control group in the pars opercularis (BA44) and pars triangularis 

(BA45) and further in the LH precentral gyrus (BA9), LH supplementary motor area (BA6 and 

32), RH globus pallidus and RH cerebellum (anterior part, culmen, Lobule IV/V and posterior 

part, declive, lobule VI)), and finally bilateral putamen, caudate, and insula (BA13) (all T > 3.11, 

k-values > 75). The two-sampled t-test for patients vs. control subjects in the wordgen > baba 

contrast did not show any significant differences at our statistical threshold (p < .005 whole-brain 

uncorrected, p < .05 FWE cluster-corrected) for patients over controls. Control subjects did show 

more activity in the left posterior insula (BA13), bilateral precentral gyrus (BA6), right cingulate 
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region (BA24), medial occipitotemporal region (BA37), and right superior occipital gyrus 

(BA19; all T > 3.11, all k-values > 59).  

 

Figure 2. Group results of the word generation task measuring speech production for the 7 patients (A) and 6 

control subjects (B) showing significant activity at an <0.005 whole-brain uncorrected, <0.05 FWE cluster-corrected 

level (reported p-values corresponding to T > 3.7, k > 120 voxels in A, T > 4.03, k > 51 voxels in B). The condition 

in which subjects silently generated words was contrasted against silent repetition of the Dutch non-word baba. For 

each cluster, Montréal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates are given together with the corresponding 

Brodmann area, the brain region identified by the AAL-template (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) and the cerebellum 

stereotaxic atlas by Schmahmann et al. (1999). C: Lateralization indices (LIs) per subject calculated by the LI 

toolbox 1.02 (Wilke & Lidzba, 2007). Subjects 1 to 7 correspond to the right-sided deaf patients, subjects 8 to 14 are 

the control subjects. The LI of subject 11 was not calculated due to weak activity (see main text). 

3.1.2 Individual results 

 Given the small sample size, individual LIs were of most interest for the current study. 

They provide a detailed comparison between the lateralization of right-sided deaf patients and 

controls. Moreover, the weighted mean LI calculation ensures reliable LIs without being 
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dependent on statistical thresholds. As such, we avoided drawing conclusions based on group-

level results that could have been affected by a lack of statistical power in our small sample. 

Figure 2C gives a list of the LIs calculated for the IFG mask. Six out of 7 patients showed a clear 

typical LH lateralization for production with scores above +0.50. One patient with an LI of -0.27 

could be considered as bilateral with a trend towards atypical RH lateralization. The six included 

control subjects all were typically LH lateralized as expected. Overall, patients and controls had 

a similar lateralization pattern for word production. This was confirmed in a non-parametric 

Mann-Whitney U-test for independent samples (p = .37). 

3.2 Reading 

3.2.1 Group results  

 Taking all subjects together, the passive word reading vs. chequerboard viewing elicited 

activity in the vOT (BA37), in addition to clusters in the left putamen, left superior motor area 

(BA6) and left precentral gyrus (BA6; all T > 3.11, all k-values > 122). Figure 3A shows the 

results for six patients (one patient was excluded because of too weak activity in the vOT, see 

criteria above, all other T > 4.00, k-values > 42); his control subject was also excluded from the 

group level analyses, see Figure 3B, all T > 4.03, k-values > 44). Note that the vOT region 

cannot be clearly seen at the group level, presumably because the peaks in the small reading area 

do not overlap sufficiently in this small group. As a result, the conjunction analysis did not show 

any significant common activity at our p < 0.005 whole-brain uncorrected, p < 0.05 FWE 

cluster-corrected level. The vOT only reached FWE corrected p = .37 in the LH at MNI = [-39, -

58, -20]. We therefore focus on the reliably calculated LIs at the individual level (see below). 

Patients did not show significantly more activity in any brain region compared to controls. The t-

test of control subjects’ activity over patients only reached significance in the middle occipital 

region (BA17, T > 3.17, k = 68).  
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Figure 3. Group results of the passive reading task measuring reading for 6 patients (A) and their 6 corresponding 

control subjects (B) showing significant activity at an <0.005 whole-brain uncorrected, <0.05 FWE cluster-corrected 

level (reported p-values corresponding to T > 4.0, k > 42 voxels in A, T > 4.03, k > 44 voxels in B). The contrast 

shown compares activity during word presentation with activity during passive chequerboard viewing. For the LH, 

an inferior view of the brain was added to make the ventral occipitotemporal (vOT) region visible. Note that the 

group results of the control subjects (B) do not clearly show the vOT region, presumably because it is a small region 

whose exact location can easily differ across subjects. All individual subjects (except patient 1) however showed 

significant activity in the reading area. We therefore focus on the individual lateralization indices (C, see main text).  

3.2.2 Individual results 

 The individual LIs based on activity in the left and right vOT reading regions were again 

comparable for right-sided deaf patients and control subjects (Figure 3C). Everyone had a clear 

LH lateralization with values above +0.50. Only one patient had a slightly weaker LI of +0.38 

but still activated his LH most during passive word reading. The LI of one patient was not 

calculated because of too weak activity in the vOT; the LI of his control subject was included in 

the individual analysis only. The same distribution of LI values was again confirmed by a Mann-

Whitney U-test (p = .37). 
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3.3 Auditory perception 

3.3.1 Group results  

 First, data were explored for meaningful against meaningless conditions by an ANOVA 

contrasting activity during listening to sentences and sounds against the noise versions of the 

same words and sounds. General results for patients and controls together showed activity in the 

bilateral superior temporal gyrus (BA22), right superior temporal pole (BA22), left middle 

temporal gyrus (BA21), right anterior cingulate gyrus (BA32), left supplementary motor area 

(BA6), right IFG (BA44) and precentral gyrus (BA6), left middle occipital gyrus (BA18) and left 

inferior parietal lobule (BA40; all T > 3.01, k-values > 98). There was significantly more activity 

observed for patients over controls in the right posterior insula near the claustrum (MNI [39 -13 

10], T = 3.05, k = 65) but nowhere for controls over patients at the p < 0.005 uncorrected, p < 

0.05 FWE cluster-corrected level. The activity pattern illustrates that all subjects activated areas 

that are usually related to meaningful, higher-order auditory processing. For the ANOVA that 

tested words controlled for noise against sounds controlled for noise, there was a main effect of 

patients over controls in the left postcentral gyrus (BA43) and right precentral gyrus (BA6; all T 

> 2.80, k-values > 64) but again no main effect for controls over patients. Words elicited more 

activity than sounds (both controlled for noise) in the left middle temporal lobe (BA21) and right 

superior temporal region (BA22; all T > 2.80, k-values > 72); sounds compared to words also 

revealed significant activity in the right superior temporal gyrus (BA22; T = 2.80, k = 139). 

Finally, we report the results for the most specific two-sample t-test contrasts that are also used 

for the individual LI calculations and the conjunction analyses. Sentence listening compared to 

the noise control generally resulted in activity in bilateral superior (BA22) and middle temporal 

gyri (BA21), bilateral superior (BA8) and medial (BA6) frontal gyri, left precentral gyrus (BA6), 

left insula (BA13), left anterior cerebellum (culmen, Lobule IV/V), left precuneus (BA19) and 

superior parietal lobule (BA7), as well as in the right anterior cingulate gyrus (BA32), putamen, 

caudate and globus pallidus (all T > 3.01, k-values > 67). Patients had more activity in the 

postcentral gyrus (BA5, T = 3.05, k = 77), whereas control subjects had nowhere more activity 

than patients. When we directly compared the two groups for the sentence listening against noise 

contrast in the conjunction analysis at the uncorrected p < 0.005 whole-brain level, p < 0.05 
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FWE cluster-corrected level, there was significant activity (Ts = 3.05, k = 183) in the LH and RH 

superior and middle temporal gyri (BA21 and 22) as expected. Sound listening compared to the 

noise control gave activity in bilateral superior (BA41 in LH and BA42 in RH) and middle 

temporal gyri (BA21), bilateral insula (BA13), bilateral occipital cuneus (BA17-18), LH 

thalamus and putamen, and RH inferior (BA47) and middle frontal gyrus (BA9; all T > 3.01, k-

values > 82). No main effects of group were observed in the two-sample t-test. The conjunction 

analysis looking for common activity in the patient and control group revealed significant 

activity (T = 3.05, k = 106) in the LH and RH superior and middle temporal gyri (BA41 and 22), 

similar to the sentence listening against noise contrast. Figure 4 displays the group activity for 

patients (4A, all T > 3.01, k-values > 67) and control subjects (4B, all T > 3.71, k-values > 57) 

for the word against noise condition. Figure 5 shows the group results for the sound against noise 

condition (patients in 5A, all T > 3.71, k-values > 43; control subjects in 5B, all T > 3.71, k-

values > 222). 

 

Figure 4. Group results of the auditory processing task for 7 patients (A) and their 7 matched control subjects (B) 

showing significant activity during the sentence listening versus noise condition at an <0.005 whole-brain 

uncorrected, <0.05 FWE cluster-corrected level (reported p-values corresponding to T > 3.01, k > 67 voxels in A, T 

> 3.71, k > 57 voxels in B). C: Lateralization indices (LIs) per subject.  
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Figure 5. Group results of the auditory processing task for 7 patients (A) and their 7 matched control subjects (B) 

showing significant activity during the sound listening versus noise condition at an <0.005 whole-brain uncorrected, 

<0.05 FWE cluster-corrected level (reported p-values corresponding to T > 3.71, k > 43 voxels in A, T > 3.71, k > 

222 voxels in B). C: Lateralization indices (LIs) per subject. 
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3.3.2 Individual results  

 Individual LIs were calculated with the broad temporal ROI covering areas associated 

with higher-order, semantically related auditory processing. We expected more LH activity for 

word processing and more RH activation for sound processing. As can be seen in Figures 4C and 

5C, the results are more mixed than for the production and reading tasks. For words, three out of 

seven patients were clearly LH lateralized with LI values above +0.50, another three were also 

LH lateralized with LIs between 0.35 and 0.44 and the last patient had a more bilateral LI 

towards the RH with a score of -0.16. However, our paradigm elicited a similar pattern in the 

control subjects: two out of seven subjects had LH dominant LIs above +0.50, four of them had 

LIs between 0.11 and 0.37 and one was RH dominant with an LI of -0.62. LI values were 

comparable across the patient and control subject group (Mann-Whitney U-test: p = .26). Sounds 

were indeed more lateralized to the other hemisphere, even though we again found a mixed 

pattern. In patients, none of the LIs pointed to a clear RH dominance, three out of seven can be 

classified as bilateral with a trend towards the RH, three showed a trend towards the LH and the 

remaining one was clearly LH dominant. In control subjects, only one LI below -0.50 was 

observed, four out of seven were bilateral with an RH dominant trend and two with an LH 

dominant trend. Most importantly for the current research question, the pattern was again 

comparable across groups (Mann-Whitney U-test: p = .17).  

4. Discussion 

Patients who are deaf on one side from birth can provide unique information about the 

organization of lateralized functions. Based on a single patient, Adorni et al. (2013) ventured that 

congenital absence of auditory input from the right ear may result in atypical, right hemisphere 

language dominance. Similarly, Burton et al. (2013) presented evidence that congenital absence 

of auditory input may lead to an excessive stimulation of the contralateral auditory pathway of 

the hearing ear. To test the possibility properly, we tested 7 participants with congenital right ear 

deafness on three established fMRI language paradigms – word generation, sentence perception, 

and word reading – that are known to show clear left hemisphere asymmetries. These tasks 

allowed us to address to what extent the laterality of auditory language perception is different in 

people without input from the right ear. They also allowed us to examine the colateralization of 
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the various functions. In particular, we were interested to see whether the lateralization of 

Broca’s area would be different in right ear deaf patients as well, as the genetic influences on 

laterality are usually formulated with respect to speech production. So, theoretically it was quite 

possible that speech perception (and reading) were right lateralized in patients with right ear 

deafness, but that speech production nevertheless was left dominant. 

As it happened, we failed to find any evidence corroborating Adorni et al.’s (2013) 

conjecture. There was some evidence for atypical dominance in one patient (patient 2), but this 

probability was not larger than that observed in the control participants and also not larger than 

expected on the basis of atypical hemisphere dominance in the right-handed population. If each 

right-hander has an a priori chance of 5% of atypical language dominance, chances of observing 

at least one patient with atypical language dominance in a group of 7 is 30% (with 26% chance 

of observing exactly one patient with atypical dominance). Interestingly, even for auditory 

speech perception, there was little evidence that exclusive input from the left ear made much 

difference to the laterality of the regions involved. 

We had the highest chances of finding a difference between the patients and the control 

group in the auditory task. In this task, participants listened to speech and environmental sounds 

with brain activity controlled by signal correlated noise. All subjects activated the expected 

regions in the temporal lobes. If semantic decisions are required, activity is typically widespread 

from the posterior and middle STG until the anterior part with a LH dominance for speech and 

RH dominance for sounds. Sentence listening indeed lateralized to the LH even though one 

patient and one control activated their RH hemisphere more. For sounds, five out of seven 

patients and three out of seven controls showed a RH dominance, even though the degree of 

lateralization was rather weak with only two subjects having LIs larger than +/- 0.50. At the 

overall group level, the activation locations are comparable to those previously reported in 

auditory perception studies (e.g. Thierry & Price, 2006, from whom the paradigm and 

environmental sound stimuli were adapted). The interpretation of literature on auditory 

processing is complicated, because the various studies have presented a wide range of stimulus 

types going from pure tones, vowels or syllables to lexical, semantic and sentence stimuli, which 

are lateralized to a different extent. This is also true for the prior literature on auditory processing 
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in unilateral hearing impaired subjects (see Introduction for studies using different neuroimaging 

techniques, different stimuli and paradigms). In general, lateralization tends to go more towards 

the LH from phonetic to lexical-semantic processing (see Specht, 2013 for a review). According 

to Poeppel’s (2003) asymmetric sampling in time hypothesis, this continuum is due to 

differences in the temporal properties of the acoustic signal, with the LH being more involved in 

processing fast changing characteristics such as in words and the RH being more sensitive to 

longer durations and changes in pitch such as in sounds. The exact nature of lateralization in 

auditory processes is however still far from clear (see e.g. Arsenault & Buchsbaum, 2015; Scott 

& McGettigan, 2013). In this study, we chose to assess the hemispheric specialization of higher-

order cognitive functions, in line with Adorni et al. (2013). 

Most important for the current study are the individual LIs (which are rarely reported in other 

studies) of the patients and controls. It is clear from Figures 4C and 5C that both groups 

produced a similar pattern. This was confirmed by the conjunction analyses showing that patients 

and control subjects had common activity in the regions of interests. Congenital unilateral right-

sided deafness hence does not systematically lead to a reorganization of higher-order auditory 

processing in terms of laterality in the temporal lobes. This goes against Gordon et al.’s (2013) 

claim that unique input from the left ear would lead to overactivation of the right hemisphere 

auditory cortex (but note that their study included children with congenital bilateral hearing loss 

instead of unilateral deaf adults), and against Jensen et al.’s (1989) right ear advantage 

hypothesis according to which right ear deafness is particularly disadvantageous. Our results are 

more in line with the observation that the ipsilateral connections of the spared ear become 

stronger, so that the functioning ear activates both hemispheres (Burton et al., 2012; Hine et al., 

2008). Future research will be needed to confirm this hypothesis and test the consequences of a 

cochlear implant for language laterality in congenital unilateral deaf patients. 

Given that there was no effect of right ear deafness on the laterality of speech perception, 

little effect should be expected on speech production. Indeed, all but one participant had their 

speech production center in the left IFG, as expected on the basis of previous tests with the 

paradigm (Van der Haegen et al., 2011). Only patient 2 showed some evidence towards right 

hemisphere dominance (although a laterality index of -0.27 seems to be more in line with 
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bilateral involvement). So, again there is no indication that a lack of auditory input on the right 

side systematically leads to atypical RH language dominance. As a matter of fact, it seems likely 

that the left hemisphere dominance for speech perception in the patients is due to the fact that 

their speech production is left lateralized. Indeed, according to the colateralization account (Cai, 

Lavidor, Brysbaert, Paulignan, & Nazir, 2008; Van der Haegen et al., 2012), it is advantageous 

for the brain to have speech production and speech perception lateralized to the same hemisphere 

so that interactions between these regions do not require interhemispheric transfer.  

It is not surprising that all participants activated their vOT more in the LH than the RH 

during reading, given that speech production and speech perception were also left lateralized. For 

reading, the left hemisphere is additionally advantaged because more information is picked up 

from the visual field right of fixation than left of fixation (Cai et al., 2008). The reading results 

contradict the study by Adorni et al. (2013) who found an LI of -0.47 for the N170 ERP 

component in a congenital right-ear deaf woman. The pattern could not be replicated in our 

seven patients tested in fMRI paradigms with more spatially detailed information. It is unclear 

what exactly caused the difference in results. It could of course be that the single case was 

exceptional such as our patient 2. After all, there is a chance of 1 out of 20 that any right-hander 

has atypical language dominance (Knecht et al., 2000; Loring et al., 1990). 

We acknowledge that our study has a few limitations and that the LI patterns are not 

completely consistent. The hearing performance results (see Table 1) confirmed profound 

deafness in the right ear and we have every reason to believe this was present from birth, but no 

tests were done at the time to be 100% sure. In theory, better informed tests should be possible in 

the future, now that all babies are tested.  

Another limitation is that we could only investigate 7 patients. Given the low prevalence 

of these patients, this is a unique sample, which allows us to reject the strong conjectures made 

by Adorni et al. (2013) and Gordon et al. (2013), but which does not allow us to claim that right 

ear deafness has no effect at all on brain dominance. Maybe right hemisphere dominance 

changes from 5% to 10%? Or it is more likely in left-handed individuals? Many more data will 

need to be collected to answer these questions. In particular, individual data would reveal 

interesting information, but they were unfortunately rarely reported in prior studies. 
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With respect to the degree of lateralization, the auditory LIs were weaker than production 

and reading LIs. As discussed above the exact involvement of LH and RH temporal regions in 

auditory processing still needs a lot of research especially at the individual level. Language 

subprocesses have a different degree of lateralization (see also Seghier, Kherif, Josse & Price, 

2011) and more bilateral processing for auditory compared to visual reading or production 

information is definitely plausible, especially because a considerable part of auditory input is 

transferred via ipsilateral in addition to contralateral pathways. Also note that the currently 

reported reading LIs are more extreme than those reported for left-handers in our previous study 

(Van der Haegen et al., 2012). This could be due to the fact that clearer fMRI LIs are obtained in 

blocked designs (current study) than in event-related designs (previous study), even though in 

both studies individuals with weak overall activity in the vOT region of interest were excluded. 

Finally, our group level results revealed that patients recruited their RH insula more when 

comparing auditory meaningful (words and sounds) to meaningless (noise conditions) stimuli 

and their LH postcentral and RH precentral gyrus more when contrasting word listening against 

noise. The insula has been related to syntactic processing in speech comprehension. Thus, it 

could be that the unilateral deaf patients needed that region in their non-dominant hemisphere 

more to perform the task. The rolandic cortex (pre- and postcentral cortex) is involved in 

auditory-motor feedback (Price, 2012). It is not clear why patients recruited that region more, but 

it could also have to do with the fact that subjects had to respond with a button press to indicate 

their semantic decision. For production, control subjects showed more activity in regions related 

to response monitoring (cingulate region), articulatory coding (insula) and motor execution 

(precentral gyrus) and in visual occipital regions for both production and reading. Again, it is 

hard to interpret these data in a small sample, but it seems that unilateral deaf patients use a 

broader network for auditory processing, whereas normal hearing subjects use more areas for 

production and reading. The most interesting regions of interest did however not show any group 

effects.  

All results discussed above could not be attributed to weaker behavioral performance in 

our patients. On the contrary, patients were on average slightly better at the control tasks 

involving word and pseudoword reading and word generation. In general, unilateral hearing loss 

has been associated with decreased performance on other domains such as hearing in noise, 
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sound localization, general academic performance, verbal IQ, self-esteem and exhaustion 

(Kuppler, Lewis & Evans, 2013; Lieu, 2013; see Vila & Lieu, 2015 for a review), even though 

the patients do not always suffer from their hearing loss in daily life activities. It could be 

interesting for future research to further explore whether cross-modal tasks involving auditory 

processing are more affected than isolated language functions. The study of Schmithorst et al. 

(2014) for example let children with unilateral hearing loss listen to a description of the position 

of geometric figures while simultaneously showing the configuration on a screen. They found 

decreased activity in both temporal and occipital regions. It would be interesting to examine such 

data at an individual level, certainly with participants who show evidence for atypical brain 

organization. Non-language higher-order processes in unilateral deaf patients are also 

unexplored. For example, visuo-spatial processing could be affected because auditory attention is 

constantly directed to the left side and visuo-spatial attention has been found to lateralize to the 

RH, opposite to the LH speech dominant hemisphere (e.g. Cai, Van der Haegen & Brysbaert, 

2013). In a preliminary behavioral test, we asked our subjects to perform the Schenkenberg 

bisection task (Schenkenberg, Bradford & Ajax, 1980), in which they had to draw a vertical line 

in the middle of 20 horizontal lines. Control subjects misjudged the line center on average by 

2.1% to the right, patients had a rightward bias of 1.41% but the individual variability was too 

high to draw reliable conclusions from this small sample (standard deviations of 20 and 18 for 

controls and patients respectively). Iturria-Medina et al. (2011) argued that the RH houses more 

general functions that require interconnectivity such as visuo-spatial processing, whereas the LH 

consists of more centrally organized nodes responsible for specialized functions such as language 

and motor functions. This may be a framework to assume that RH visuo-spatial attention might 

be more easily affected by sensory deprivation than the currently tested LH dominant language 

functions.  

The results of Iturria-Medina et al. (2011) were based on diffusion-weighted images. 

Anatomical data could indeed also reveal other unique information about possible changes in our 

congenital right-ear deaf patients. Greve et al. (2013) showed that atypical language 

lateralization in left-handers leads to deviating asymmetries in grey matter in temporal regions 

and the vOT but not in the IFG despite the fact that the left-handers were classified as being 

atypically lateralized based on the functional word production paradigm used in this paper. There 
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are very few studies investigating white matter connections in adults with unilateral hearing loss. 

Wu et al. (2009) tested 12 subjects between 8 and 29 years old with either left or right ear 

deafness and found decreased fractional anisotropy and increased mean diffusivity in the lateral 

lemniscus and inferior colliculus.  

To conclude, our data reveal that congenital right ear deafness does not lead to atypical 

language lateralization for auditory word and sound perception, word production and word 

reading. All three functions colateralize in the LH for most patients. Future studies on laterality 

with these patients may still be interesting to further explore alternative explanations for 

hemispheric language dominance (e.g. genetic influences may overrule the influence of 

unilateral sensory deprivation from birth), behavioral consequences of hearing loss and the 

organization of non-language functions in single-sided deafness. 
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